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ABSTRACT: To reveal the reasons for the low-frequency variations of total ozone at the South-
ern mid-latitudes and tropics, the joint wavelet analysis of the Antarctic Oscillation Index and to-
tal ozone is carried out by using the non-decimated wavelet transform. This analysis shows that 
the cycles of the Antarctic Oscillation with periods of 5.5, 3-4, 2-3, and 1 year have greatest 
wavelet power. The positive correlation dependence between the 5.5-year period of the Antarctic 
Oscillation Index and the mid-latitude total ozone is disclosed. On the contrary, the negative cor-
relation is registered for the variations with the 2-3-year period of the Antarctic Oscillation Index 
and the tropical total ozone. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the past one hundred years, much attention has been given to low-level atmospheric circula-
tion for understanding the local to planetary scale climatic anomalies. During the 1920-1930s, a 
comprehensive study on atmospheric oscillations was carried out by Sir Gilbert Walker. Three os-
cillations were revealed and named as 'North Atlantic Oscillation', 'North Pacific Oscillation' and 
'Southern Oscillation'. A large number of papers about these oscillations were published after 
Walker, and more details on their spatiotemporal variability were also revealed (see e.g. Wallace & 
Gutzler, 1981; Rogers, 1984; Wanner et al., 2001). 

Although as early as in the first quarter of twenty century Walker had surmised that should be 
an opposition between the high pressure belt across Chile and the Argentine on the one hand, and 
the low pressure area of Weddell Sea and the Bellingshausen Sea on the other, the scarcity of data 
in the Southern Hemisphere hindered the search for new oscillation(s). During the last two decades 
only, more comprehensive data over the Southern Hemisphere became available, and more analy-
ses were carried out (see Mo & White 1985; Gong & Wang, 1998, Thompson & Wallace, 2000). A 
fourth atmospheric oscillation in the middle and high southern latitudes was found (Gong & Wang, 
1998), and named as the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO). Gong &Wang (1999) have proposed the 
procedure to calculate the AAO Index (AAOI). The term AAO refers to a large scale alternation of 
atmospheric mass between the mid-latitude surface pressure and high latitudes surface pressure.

Since the new reanalysis data was appeared (Kistler et al., 2001), an opportunity offered for in-
vestigating the dynamics of atmospheric processes in the Southern Hemisphere as a whole and over 
the Antarctic in particular. However, most reliable data to the south of 50ºS exists since the 1979 
only when satellites were used to obtain various meteorological data. In spite of the fact that the 
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NCEP-NCAR reanalysis covers the period starting with the 1948, the usefulness of Antarctic
analysis in the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis before the satellite era is very questioned (Marshall, 2002).

In this paper, to reveal the low-frequency periodicities of the AAO phase we use the wavelet
decomposition. Also, using the wavelet analysis we show the relationship between these low-
frequency variations of AAOI and total ozone (TO) in the mid-latitudes and tropics of the Southern
Hemisphere. The fact that the atmospheric circulation determines substantially the variability of
low-stratospheric TO and modulates its secular trends is well known (Bronnimann et al., 2000). In
particular, the positive phase of the AAO can be the cause of Antarctic TO decreasing on 25 Dob-
son Unit. 

2 METHODS AND DATA

2.1 Non-decimated wavelet transform

Since last decades of past century, many scientists use the new powerful tool based on the wavelet
decomposition for analyzing various signals. One can say without exaggeration, the wavelets has 
made revolution in both theory and practice of nonstationary signal processing. At present, the fam-
ily of analysing function dubbed wavelets is being increasingly used in problems of pattern recog-
nition; in processing and synthesising various signals, speech for instance; in analysis of images of 
any kind (these may be iris images, X-ray picture of a kidney, satellite images of clouds or a planet
surface, an image of mineral, etc.); for study of turbulent fields, for contraction (compression) of 
large volumes of information, and in many other cases (see e.g. Dremin et al., 2001).

Some ideas of the wavelet theory were partially developed a long time ago. For instance, A.
Haar published as far back as a 1910 the complete orthonormal system of basis function with the 
local domain of definition, which are now named as Haar's wavelets. However one can note that
probably first mention about wavelets has appeared in the literature on digital processing and ana-
lysing of geophysical signals (Goupillaud et al., 1982; Morlet et al., 1984). During the last years
many scientists applied the wavelet transform for an analysis of meteorological time series (e.g.
Foufoula-Georgiou & Kumar, 1995; Torrence & Webster, 1999; Khokhlov et al., 2004). For detail 
about wavelet theory, the monograph of Daubechies (1992) can be recommended.

Wavelets are fundamental building block functions, analogous to the trigonometric sine and co-
sine functions. Fourier transform extracts details from the signal frequency, but all information
about the location of a particular frequency within the signal is lost. As a case in point, Figure 1 
shows two periodograms for the AAOI starting with the 1948 (Fig. 1a) and with the 1979 (Fig. 1b).
As is obvious, the structures of signal differ significantly from each other and main difference con-
sists in the absent of peaks for the spectral power at the periodicities of 3 and 4 years in the case of 
shorter series which is while more reliable one. On the one hand, this can be caused by the modifi-
cation of the AAO dynamics, but on the other hand the uncertainty of data till the 1979 affects ad-
versely. Fourier transform not determines exactly the ground for these distinctions. 

From aforesaid, at the expense of their locality the wavelets have advantages over Fourier trans-
form when nonstationary signals are analyzed. Here, we use non-decimated wavelet transform that 
has temporal resolution at coarser scales and allows to isolate time series of the major components
of meteorological signals in a direct way (see Nason et al., 2000).

The dilation and translation of mother wavelet �(t) generates the wavelet �j,k(t) = 2j/2�(2jt – k).
The dilation parameter j controls how large the wavelet is, and the translation parameter k controls
how the wavelet is shifted along the t-axis. For a suitably chosen mother wavelet �(t), the set
{�j,k}j,k provides an orthogonal basis, and the function f which is defined on the whole real line can 
be expanded as
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Figure 1. Periodograms of the AAO indices for periods since 1948 (a) and 1979 (b).

where the maximum scale J is determined by the number of data, the coefficients c0k represent the 
lowest frequency smooth components, and the coefficients djk deliver information about the behav-
iour of the function f concentrating on effects of scale around 2–j near time k × 2–j. This wavelet ex-
pansion of a function is closely related to the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of a signal ob-
served at discrete points in time.

In practice, the length of the signal, say n, is finite and, for our study, the data are available 
monthly, i.e. the function f(t) in Eq. (1) is now a vector f = (f(t1),…, f(tn)) with ti = i/n and i = 1,…,n.
With these notations, the DWT of a vector f is simply a matrix product d = Wf, where d is an n × 1 
vector of discrete wavelet coefficients indexed by 2 integers, djk, and W is an orthogonal n × n ma-
trix associated with the wavelet basis. For computational reasons, it is simpler to perform the wave-
let transform on time series of dyadic (power of 2) length. 

One particular problem with DWT is that, unlike the discrete Fourier transform, it is not transla-
tion invariant. This can lead to Gibbs-type phenomena and other artefacts in the reconstruction of a 
function. The non-decimated wavelet transform (NWT) of the data (f(t1), …, f(tn)) at equally spaced
points ti = i/n is defined as the set of all DWT's formed from the n possible shifts of the data by 
amounts i/n; i = 1, …, n. Thus, unlike the DWT, there are 2j coefficients on the jth resolution level,
there are n equally spaced wavelet coefficients in the NWT: � �� �� �
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k = 0, …, n–1, on each resolution level j. This results in log2(n) coefficients at each location. As an
immediate consequence, the NWT becomes translation invariant. Due to its structure, the NWT
implies a finer sampling rate at all levels and thus provides a better exploratory tool for analyzing
changes in the scale (frequency) behaviour of the underlying signal in time. These advantages of 
the NWT over the DWT in time series analysis are demonstrated in Nason et al. (2000).

As in the Fourier domain, it is important to assess the power of a signal at a given resolution. In
order to reach this goal, a time-domain model for encapsulating localized scale activity was pro-
posed by Nason et al. (2000). An evolutionary wavelet spectrum (EWS) quantifies the contribution
to process variance at the scale j and time k.

From the above paragraphs, it is easy to plot any time series into the wavelet domain. Another 
way of viewing the result of a NWT is to represent the temporal evolution of the data at a given
scale. This type of representation is very useful to compare the temporal variation between differ-
ent time series at a given scale. To obtain such results, the smooth signal S0 and the detail signals Dj

(j = 1, …, J) are defined as follows 
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The fine scale features (high frequency oscillations) are captured mainly by the fine scale detail
components DJ and DJ–1. The coarse scale components S0, D1, and D2 correspond to lower fre-
quency oscillations of the signal. Note that each band is equivalent to a band-pass filter. 

Further we use the Daubechies wavelet (db15) as mother wavelet. This wavelet is biorthogonal
and supports discrete wavelet transform (Daubechies, 1992). 
2.2 The AAO index and total ozone

Gong & Wang (1999) calculated the AAO index as the difference of normalized zonal-mean pres-
sures at the 40ºS and 60ºS. Here, we define the AAO index by the sea-level pressure anomalies to
the south of 20ºS, i.e the Antarctic Oscillation is considered as the counterpart of Arctic Oscillation 
in the Northern Hemisphere. For calculations we use the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis (Kistler et al.,
2001). Since there is the restriction of dyadic length for time series applied to the NWT, we use the
data from the May 1961 to the December 2003 (29 = 512 months). Figure 2 shows that the negative 
phase of the AAO prevailed during the 1960s, but starting with end of 1980s the positive phase of 
the AAO was predominating.
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Figure 2. The AAO indices since January 1962 to December 2003.

Systematic data on the total ozone in the Southern Hemisphere became available only after the 
Nimbus 7 was launched (November 1978). In the present work, owing to aforesaid limitations, we 
use data from the September 1982 to the April 1993 (27 = 128 months). Also, the results of the
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) are utilized, which are available still the August
1995; the data from January 1998 to April 2003 (26 = 64 months) are here used. Note that the 
agreement between the satellite data and ground-based ones is very high (Bramstedt et al., 2003).

3 MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The AAO phase variations 

At the present time, the information on the low-frequency periodicities of the AAOI is scanty (e.g. 
the 45.7-month period documented by Gong & Wang, 1999). In most cases, this is conditioned by
the insufficiency of reliable data at the Southern high-latitudes.
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Using the non-decimated wavelet transform, describe the main components of variability for the 
Antarctic oscillation by the methods determined in Section 2.1. Figure 3 shows the detail compo-
nents D4-D7, which have the maxima of spectral power (see Fig. 1). The component D4 has the pe-
riod of 5.5-year, D5 – 3-4-year, D5 – 2-3-year, and D5 – 1-year. As is obvious, the greatest varia-
tions of the AAOI are registered for the components D6 and D7.

Figure 3. Detail components of the AAO indices: a) – D4, b) – D5, c) – D6, d) – D7.
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Also, Figure 3 displays the advantages of the wavelet transform over Fourier transform. In par-
ticular, it shows clearly that starting with the 1980s the structure of fluctuations with the 3-4-year
period (D5) altered profoundly. This explains the absent of power maxima for these cycles on Fig.
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1a. It is naturally that the amplitude of these low-frequency fluctuations is varied (sometimes sig-
nificantly) during the whole period under consideration. For example, during the 1960s, when the 
negative AAO phase was dominating, the amplitude of fluctuations for the detail components D6
and D7 was moderate.
3.2 The AAO impact of total ozone

In the high-latitude stratosphere the low ozone content occurs in the case of the positive AAO 
phase. The low ozone content can be also resulted by the decreasing of activity in the stratospheric
mean Lagrange circulation (also known as the Brewer-Dobson circulation) transporting the ozone
from the tropical stratosphere to the poles.

The annual cycle of Antarctic ozone content is characterized by its depletion in the August-
September. According to the GOME data, such regime was violated only one time in the 2002,
when the rarely vigorous negative AAO phase was observed during the October. The fact that just
meteorological conditions caused the increasing of ozone content is confirmed by Sinnhuber et al.
(2003).

Since the Antarctic Oscillation is characterized by the two pressure anomalies (one of each lo-
cated over Antarctic and other is placed at the 40-50ºS), the AAO impact on the total ozone content
at the high, middle, and low latitudes should be different. To reveal how the AAO phase replace-
ment modulates the fluctuations of ozone content in the mid-latitudes and tropics, we apply the
wavelet transform to the total ozone and calculate the correlation coefficients as compared with 
same detail components of the AAOI. 

The largest correlation coefficients have been obtained for the detail component D4 though for
some latitudes these coefficients have opposite signs for the data of Nimbus-7 and GOME. Never-
theless, the positive correlation dependence is registered for the 5.5-year period detail components
of the AAOI and total ozone in the southern mid-latitudes. On the contrary, the negative correla-
tions are evident for the 2-3-year period detail components of the AAOI and total ozone in the 
southern tropics. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate these dependencies. 

Figure 4. Detail component D4 for total column ozone at 40-50ºS (a) and the AAO indices (b).
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Figure 5. Detail component D6 for total column ozone at 10-20ºS (a) and the AAO indices (b)
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4 CONCLUSION

The advantage of using wavelet decomposition is to isolate short- and long-term components while 
retaining the flexibility for variability in the cycle length. Also, in addition to the revealed peri-
odicities, this technique allows to observe the dynamic relationship between the variations of the 
AAO index and total ozone at the different latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere.

Main findings can be shortly stated as following. 
(i) The AAOI variability with periods of 5.5, 3-4, 2-3, and 1 year have most spectral power. 
(ii) The positive correlation dependence is registered for the 5.5-year period detail components of

the AAOI and total ozone in the southern mid-latitudes. The negative correlations are evident 
for the 2-3-year period detail components of the AAOI and total ozone in the southern tropics.

Thus, one can be noted that the wavelet analysis represents enough the known physical behav-
iour of large-scale dynamics in the atmosphere and allows to detail the characteristics of this be-
haviour.
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